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Introduction

Removing specular reflections from images has been studied by computer vision
community in many cases. In computer vision, removing reflections is a very
useful pre-processing step to remove undesired information from the image to
be analysized. To reach this goal many algorithms have been developed. These
algorithms fall into one of several categories: Lambertian assumption based,
color based, polarization based and ICA (Independent Components Analysis)
based. For example one ICA based reflection removal algorithm needs pictures
taken through a linear polarizer at different angles such that these pictures
are linear combinations of the original light and the refleted lights of different
weights. The original light information is then acquired by Principle Component
Analysis.

Besides computer vision, reflection removal is needed also in our daily lives.
With their mobile phones, when people take picutres of clothes behind windows,
paints behind glass covers or figures on computer screens, the reflections always
disturb their good mood. However, none of the algorithms above can be used
to resolve this issue. The algorithms processing a single picture just don’t have
enough information to reconstruct the image behind the glass, and the mission
of taking differently polarized pictures is impossible for mobile phones. The goal
of our project is just to solve this problem with the power of a single mobile
phone.

Initial Algorithms

The starting point is to take full advantage of a mobile phone’s ability. Yes we
cannot get different polarized pictures of one scene with a mobile phone, but at
least we have a flash light on the phone. So the idea is to take two pictures of a
scene with and without the flash light on the mobile phone enabled. With these
two pictures we are supposed to have more information than a single picture,
and thus reconstruct the scene better than the algorithms using only one picture.
With a clever combination of filtering and component analysis hopefully we can
remove the reflections successfully.

Milestones

• Design algorithm to seperate the reflected light from original light.
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• Design algorithm to combine information of original light in the two pic-
tures with and without flash light.

• Implementation on Matlab.

• Implementation on iOS.
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